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NPG report to Parish Council – Feb 2022 

 
MDDC has given formal approval to the area designation as being the Parish boundary. 
 
Our meeting about possible Willand Jubilee celebrations led to the establishment of an independent 

working group. This is the end of our involvement, although Councillors will continue to be in touch with the 
work. It was made clear to the group that the Parish Council has funds to support village events which have 
to be applied for via the Clerk. The benefit to NPG work is that this could provide a good context for us to 
have displays of our initial proposals for village scrutiny and comment. 

 
We are looking at how to approach the themes that villagers have presented from a range of angles 

in order to fit in with the constraints applied to a Neighbourhood Plan and we have started the process of 
mapping, evidence gathering and local studies. To remind Councillors these broad themes are Pathways 
and Cycleways; Traffic; Village Centre; and Protection and Enhancement of  Green Spaces. Housing and 
Employment are also key areas we will cover.  

 
As part of our consultation, we have publicised three topic-based open meetings: Traffic on the 3rd 

February; Pathways and Cycleways on the 3rd March and Housing on the 31st March. We have also 
revived the idea of having a lunch meeting with business leaders in Willand. 

 
Tiverton’s newly published Neighbourhood Plan starts with a couple of pages setting out what they 

call their ‘Vision, Objectives and Underlying Principles’ looking forward to 2033. This is much more than 

many Neighbourhood Plans but gives a robust and forward-looking base for their recommendations.  

Of course we are not Tiverton. They started ten years ago and do not have our boundary issues 

and uncertainties. We are just about to begin drafting a clear shape for our proposal.  This should start with 

a description of Willand’s history and culture leading to a vision of what we feel villagers want the future 

character of Willand to be. This will lead to a more specific evidenced description of what villagers find good 

about Willand and their future hopes. These will be consolidated into proposals reflecting the wider views of 

villagers (within the constraints of the  Neighbourhood Planning Process). As said above we intend to have 

a display of our proposals over the Jubilee first weekend of June, giving the opportunity for further local 

response and feedback. 

As Council knows, the aim is to have a plan for the current parish area ready for referendum at the 
same time as the next local elections in May 2023. There may well be Parish boundary changes around 
that time, so we intend to present a Plan which can be a base for work that the next Parish Council may 
wish to do under changed circumstances. 

 
As part of our accountability to the Parish Council and Willand residents we are posting all our 

evidence and records onto the Parish Council website. 

The Neighbourhood Planning Group had a good look at the operation of the Parish Online software, 

designed to give Parish Councils usable access to the OS mapping for which we are already licensed. It 

was agreed that it will enable us to produce the maps which our final report will require. (We could 

alternatively ask our Consultant to prepare these at a cost.) It will also enable us to prepare maps for public 

exhibition, which we would link with photos. It was agreed to ask the Parish Council for agreement to 

purchase a year’s licence from the Neighbourhood Planning budget at a cost of no more than £250. 


